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Abstract The code couples the electrical circuit with

plasma focus (PF) dynamics, thermodynamics and radia-

tion. It is energy-, charge- and mass-consistent and

accounts for the effects of transit times of small distur-

bances and plasma self-absorption. It has been used in

design and interpretation of Mather-type PF experiments

and as a complementary facility to provide diagnostic

reference numbers in all gases. Information computed

includes axial and radial dynamics, SXR emission char-

acteristics and yield for various applications including

microelectronics lithography and optimization of

machines. Plasma focus neutron yield calculations, current

and neutron yield limitations, deterioration of neutron

scaling (neutron saturation), radiative collapse, speed-

enhanced PF, current-stepped PF and extraction of diag-

nostic and anomalous resistance data from current signals

have been studied using the code; which also produces

reference numbers for fluence, flux and energy of deuteron

beams and ion beams for all gases. There has been no

pause in its continuous evolution in three decades so much

so that the model code has no formal source reference

except www.plasmafocus.net. This review presents, for the

first time a comprehensive up-to-date version of the

5-phase model code. The equations of each phase are

derived. Those of the first two phases are normalized to

reveal important scaling parameters. The focus pinch phase

is discussed with radiation-coupled dynamics necessitating

the computation of radiation terms moderated by plasma

self-absorption. Neutron and ion beam yields are com-

puted. The 5-phase model code appears to be adequate for

all Mather-type PF, lacking only in one aspect that for high

inductance PF (termed Type 2) the measured current

waveform contains an extended dip which cannot be fitted

by the 5-phase code; necessitating an extended 6-phase

code. This sixth phase (termed phase 4a) is dominated by

anomalous resistance, providing a way to extract valuable

data on anomalous resistivity from the current trace.
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Introduction

In the early 1960’s, Filippov [1] and Mather [2] indepen-

dently invented the plasma focus (PF) and carried out

ground-breaking research establishing the Filippov- and

Mather-type devices. In 1971, D. Potter published his

Numerical Studies of the PF, a two-dimensional fluid

model which estimated neutron yield concurring with

experimental yields, and concluded that these neutrons

were the result of thermally reacting deuterons in the hot

pinch region [3]. Since then some five decades of research

have been conducted computing and measuring all aspects

of the PF [4–6], imaging for dynamics, interferometry for

densities, spectroscopy for temperatures, measurements on

neutrons and radiation yields, and MeV particles. The

result is the commonly accepted picture today that mech-

anisms within the focus pinch, such as micro- and MHD

instabilities, acceleration by turbulence and ‘anomalous’
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plasma resistance are important to PF behavior and that

emitted neutrons do not originate from thermonuclear

reactions.

In conjunction with the development of the PF known as

the UNU/ICTP PFF [7] during the UNU Training Pro-

gramme in Plasma and Laser Technology in 1985 [7–9] a

2-phase code had been developed [10, 11] to describe and

optimize the design of the PF. The code [12] couples the

electrical circuit with PF dynamics, thermodynamics and

radiation. It is energy-, charge- and mass-consistent. It was

used in the design and interpretation of experiments [7, 13,

14]. An improved 5-phase code [12] incorporating finite

small disturbance speed [15], radiation and radiation-cou-

pled dynamics was used [16–18], and was first web-pub-

lished [19] in 2000. Plasma self-absorption was included

[12, 19] in 2007. It has been used extensively as a com-

plementary facility in several machines, for example:

UNU/ICTP PFF [7, 14, 16–18], NX2 [18, 20], NX1 [18],

DENA [21]. It has also been used in other machines for

design and interpretation including sub-kJ PF machines

[22], FNII [23], the UBA hard X-ray source [24], KSU PF

[25] and a cascading PF [26]. Information computed

includes axial and radial dynamics [7, 13, 14, 16, 17, 25],

SXR emission characteristics and yield [17–20, 27–33] for

various applications including as a source for microelec-

tronics lithography [18], optimization of machines [7, 12,

16–20, 28] and adaptation in the form of ML (Modified

Lee) to Filippov-type PF devices [21]. Speed-enhanced PF

[16] was demonstrated. Plasma focus neutron yield calcu-

lations [34, 35], current and neutron yield limitations [36,

37], deterioration of neutron scaling (neutron saturation)

[38, 39], radiative collapse [40], current-stepped PF [41],

extraction of diagnostic data [33, 42–46] and anomalous

resistance data [47–49] from current signals have been

studied using the code [12] or variants. It has recently been

used to produce reference numbers for deuteron beam

number and energy fluence and flux and scaling trends for

these with PF storage energy; and subsequently extended

for beam ion calculations for all gases [50, 51]. Radiation

and particle yields scaling laws [30, 32, 34, 38, 39, 50–55]

have been deduced. The range and scope of this model

code is shown in Fig. 1.

The continuing development of the code over the past 3

decades is the reason that no pause has been made to

publish the basis and details of the model code; although in

recent years many details, as they evolve, are described in

the website of the Institute for Plasma Focus Studies [12].

This present review sets out to present the first complete

description of the model code in its basic 5-phase version.

The paper also briefly describes the development into the

6-phase version for Type-2 (high inductance PF) machines

which have been found to be incompletely fitted with the

5-phase model due to a dominant anomalous resistance

phase [47].

This model has been developed for Mather-type [2] PF

machines. It was developed for the 3 kJ machine known as

the UNU/ICTP PFF [7, 8] (United Nations University/

International Centre for Theoretical Physics Plasma Focus

facility), which now forms an international network.

However it has since been generalized to all machines. In

principal there is no limit to energy storage and electrode

configuration, though house-keeping may need to be car-

ried out in extreme cases, in order to keep within efficient

ranges e.g. of graph plotting.

Fig. 1 The philosophy, the

phases, the outputs and

applications of the Lee model

code
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The Five Phases of the Plasma Focus

A brief description of the five phases is summarised as

follows (see Fig. 2):

1. Axial phase: This is described by a snowplow model

with an equation of motion which is coupled to a

circuit equation. The equation of motion incorporates

the axial phase model parameters: mass and current

factors fm and fc [13, 56–58]. The mass swept-up factor

fm accounts for not only the porosity of the current

sheet but also for the inclination of the moving current

sheet-shock front structure and all other unspecified

effects which have effects equivalent to increasing or

reducing the amount of mass in the moving structure,

during the axial phase. The current factor, fc, accounts

for the fraction of current effectively flowing in the

moving structure (due to all effects such as current

shedding at or near the back-wall, current sheet

inclination). This defines the fraction of current

effectively driving the structure, during the axial

phase.

2. Radial inward shock phase (see Figs. 2, 4): Described

by four coupled equations using an elongating slug

model. The first equation computes the radial inward

shock speed from the driving magnetic pressure. The

second equation computes the axial elongation speed

of the column. The third equation computes the speed

of the current sheath (CS), also called the magnetic

piston, allowing the current sheath to separate from the

shock front by applying an adiabatic approximation.

The fourth is the circuit equation. Thermodynamic

effects due to ionization and excitation are incorpo-

rated into these equations (as well as for all radial

phases), these effects being important for gases other

than hydrogen and deuterium. Temperature and num-

ber densities are computed during this phase. A

communication delay between shock front and current

sheath due to the finite small disturbance speed is

crucially implemented in this phase. The model

parameters, radial phase mass swept-up and current

factors, fmr and fcr, are incorporated in all three radial

phases. The mass swept-up factor fmr accounts for all

mechanisms which have effects equivalent to increas-

ing or reducing the amount of mass in the moving slug,

during the radial phase. The current factor, fcr,

accounts for the fraction of current effectively flowing

in the moving piston forming the back of the slug (due

to all effects). This defines the fraction of current

effectively driving the radial slug.

3. Radial reflected shock (RS) phase: When the shock

front hits the axis, because the focus plasma is

collisional, a reflected shock RS develops which

moves radially outwards, whilst the radial current

sheath (CS) piston continues to move inwards. Four

coupled equations are also used to describe this phase,

these being for the RS moving radially outwards, the

piston moving radially inwards, the elongation of the

annular column and the circuit. The same model

parameters, fmr and fcr, are used as in the previous

radial phase. The plasma temperature behind the RS

undergoes a jump by a factor nearly 2.

4. Slow compression (Quiescent) or pinch phase: When

the out-going RS hits the in-coming piston the

compression enters a radiative phase in which for

gases such as neon, argon, krypton and xenon,

radiation emission may actually enhance the compres-

sion where we have included energy loss/gain terms

from Joule heating and radiation losses into the piston

equation of motion. Three coupled equations describe

this phase; these being the piston radial motion

equation, the pinch column elongation equation and

the circuit equation, incorporating the same model

parameters as in the previous two phases. Thermody-

namic effects [59] are incorporated into this phase.

Radiation yields are computed incorporating the

effects of plasma self-absorption. Thermonuclear and

beam-gas target components of neutron yields are

computed as are properties of fast ion beams (FIB) and

fast plasma streams (FPS) exiting the focus pinch. The

duration of this slow compression phase is set as the

Fig. 2 Schematic of the axial

and radial phases. Left a depicts

the axial phase; right b the

radial phase. In a, z is the

effective position of the current

sheath-shock front structure. In

b rs is the position of the inward

moving shock front driven by

the piston at position rp.

Between rs and rp is the radially

imploding slug, elongating with

a length zf
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time of transit of small disturbances across the pinched

plasma column. The computation of this phase is

terminated at the end of this duration.

5. Expanded column phase: To simulate the current trace

beyond this point, we allow the column to suddenly

attain the radius of the anode, and use the expanded

column inductance for further integration. In this final

phase the snowplow model is used, and two coupled

equations are used; similar to the axial phase above.

This phase is not considered important as it occurs

after the focus pinch.

We note that the transition from Phase 4 to 5 is observed in

laboratory measurements to occur in an extremely short time

with plasma/current disruptions resulting in localized regions

of high densities and temperatures. These localized regions

are not modeled in the code, which consequently computes

only an average uniform density, and an average uniform

temperature which are considerably lower than measured

peak density and temperature. We have investigated profiling

techniques to estimate these peaks [60]. However, because the

4 model parameters are obtained by fitting the computed total

current waveform to the measured total current waveform, the

model incorporates the energy and mass balances equivalent,

at least in the gross sense, to all the processes which are not

even specifically modeled. Hence the computed gross features

such as speeds and trajectories and integrated soft X-ray yields

have been extensively tested in numerical experiments for

many machines across the range of machines and are found to

be comparable with measured values. The statements in this

paragraph apply to both Type-1 (low inductance) and Type-2

(high inductance) PF machines [47]. However it has been

found that whilst Type-1 current waveforms can be fitted

adequately with the 5-phase code, the current waveform of a

Type-2 machine typically contains current dip with a first

portion that is well-fitted by the 5-phase code. Beyond the first

portion of the dip there is an extended dip which cannot be

fitted by the 5-phase model however much the model

parameters are stretched. Therefore for Type-2 machines an

additional sixth phase (termed Phase 4a) has been coded

occurring between Phase 4 and 5 above which is fitted by

assuming anomalous resistance terms [47]. Despite the need

of this additional phase for Type-2 machines it is found that

the dynamics up to the slow compression (pinch) phase and

neutron and soft X-ray yields for the same Type-2 machines

are correctly described by the 5-phase code which already

incorporates a compensatory feature for the neutron yield,

basically a multiplier to the beam deuteron energy deduced

from inductive voltage and fitted with global experimental

data (see section on neutron calculation below). The conclu-

sion is that the anomalous resistance phase which dominates

an additional phase after the pinch phase is needed to fit the

current trace but otherwise is not needed for the description of

the dynamics up to the pinch phase or for the estimation of the

neutron and SXR yields.

We proceed to a detailed description of the basic

5-phase model code.

The Equations of the 5-Phase Model

Axial Phase (Snow-Plow Model)

We refer to Fig. 2a, the left image of Fig. 2:

Rate of change of momentum at current sheath, position

z, is

d

dt
qopðb2 � a2Þz
� �

fm
dz

dt

� �
¼ qopðc2 � 1Þ a2fm

d

dt
z

dz

dt

� �

Magnetic force on current sheath is

Zb

a

lIfc

2pr

� �2
,

ð2lÞ
" #

2prdr ¼ lf 2
c

4p
lnðcÞI2

where fm = fraction of mass swept down the tube in the

axial direction; fc = fraction of current flowing in piston

(or current sheet CS); c = b/a = cathode radius/anode

radius, q0 = ambient density, I = time varying circuit

current, l = permeability.

Equation of Motion

From the above equating rate of change of momentum to

the magnetic force, we derive:

d2z

dt2
¼ f 2

c

fm

lðln cÞ
4p2qoðc2 � 1Þ

I

a

� �2

� dz

dt

� �2
" #,

z ð1Þ

Fig. 3 Plasma focus circuit: the inductance of the plasma focus tube

is treated as a time-dependent inductance L(t), neglecting the plasma

resistance rp. The resistance parallel to the L(t) mesh is a schematic

representation of a leakage current (1 - fc)I(t) which limits the

effective drive current to fcI(t)
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Circuit (Current) Equation

We ignore r(t), plasma resistance, hence not shown in the

circuit diagram Fig. 3. This is the approximation which is

generally used for electromagnetic drive. Using the C0–L0–

L(t)–r0 mesh of Fig. 3 we derive the circuit equation as

follows:

d

dt
Lo þ Lfcð ÞI½ � þ roI ¼ Vo �

Z
Idt

Co

dI

dt
¼ Vo�

R
Idt

Co

� roI� Ifc

l
2p
ðlncÞdz

dt

� ��
Loþ

fcl
2p
ðlncÞz

� �

ð2Þ

Equations (1) and (2) are the generating equations of the

model. They contain the physics built into the model. They

are coupled equations. The equation of motion is affected

by the electric current I. The circuit equation is affected by

the current sheath motion dz/dt and position z.

Normalising the Equations to Obtain Scaling Parameters

Replace variables t, z, I by non-dimensionalised quantities

as follows:

s = t/t0, f = z/z0 and i = il/I0

where the normalising quantities z0 = the length of the

anode, t0 = (L0/C0)0.5 (note that 2pt0 is the periodic time of

L0–C0 discharge circuit) and I0 = V0/Z0 where Z0 = (L0/

C0)0.5 is the surge impedance.

Normalising, we have:

Equation of Motion

d2f
ds2
¼ f 2

c

fm

l ln c

4p2q0ðc2 � 1Þ
I0

a

� �2
t2
0

z2
0

i2 � df
ds

� �2
" #,

f

which we write in the following form

d2f
ds2
¼

a2i2 � df
ds

	 
2
h i

f
ð3Þ

with

a2 ¼ t20=t2a ð4Þ

ta ¼
4p2 c2 � 1ð Þ

l ln c

� �1=2 ffiffiffiffiffi
fm

p

fc

zo

Io=að Þ= ffiffiffi
q
p ð5Þ

which is identified as the characteristic axial transit time of

the CS for the anode axial phase.

a ¼ (t0=taÞ ð6Þ

is identified as the first scaling parameter being the ratio of

characteristic electrical discharge time to the characteristic

axial transit time. This scaling parameter is seen as an

indicator of the matching of electrical drive time to the

axial transit time for good energy transfer.

We further identify a characteristic axial transit speed

va = z0/ta where

va ¼
l ln c

4p2ðc2 � 1Þ

� �1=2
fcffiffiffiffiffi
fm
p ðI0=aÞ

ffiffiffi
q
p ð7Þ

The quantity (I0/a)/ q0.5 is the S (speed or drive) factor

[61] of the PF axial phase and as we shall see also the

radial phase; and indeed for all electromagnetically driven

devices.

Normalising the circuit (current) Equation, we have:

di
ds
¼ 1�

Z
ids� bi

df
ds
� di

� ��
ð1þ bfÞ ð8Þ

where

b ¼ L0=La ð9Þ

and La = (l/2p)(lnc)z0 is the inductance of the axial phase

when CS reaches anode end z = z0.

Thus this second scaling parameter has a great effect on

the electrodynamics of the system.

The third scaling parameter d = r0/Z0 is the ratio of

circuit stray resistance to surge impedance. This has a

damping effect on the current.

Equations (3) and (8) are the generating equations (in

normalized form) that are integrated step-by-step for the

time variation of current i and axial position f.

Calculate Voltage Across Input Terminals of Focus Tube

V ¼ d

dt
ðLIfcÞ ¼ fcI

dL

dt
þ fcL

dI

dt
where L ¼ l

2p
lncð Þz

ð10Þ

Normalised to capacitor voltage V0 : t ¼ V

Vo

¼ bi
df
ds
þ bf

dc

ds
ð11Þ
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Integration Scheme for Normalised Generating Equations

(3) and (8)

Define initial conditions:

s = 0, df/ds = 0, f = 0, s = 0, $ids, di/ds = 1, d2f/

ds2 = (2/3)0.5a
Set time increment: D = 0.001; Increment time:

s = s ? D

Next step values are computed using the following lin-

ear approximations:

df
ds
¼ df

ds
þ d2f

ds2
D

f ¼ fþ df
ds

D

i ¼ iþ di
ds

D
Z

ids ¼
Z

idsþ iD

ð12Þ

Use new values of df/ds f, i and $ids to calculate new

generating values of di/ds and d2f/ds using generating Eqs.

(3) and (8). Increment time again and repeat calculations of

next step values and new generating values. Continue

procedure until f = 1. Then go on to radial phase inward

shock.

Radial Inward Shock Phase (Slug Model)

The snowplow model is used for axial phase just to obtain

axial trajectory and speed (from which temperature may be

deduced) and to obtain reasonable current profile. As the

plasma structure is assumed to be infinitesimally thin, no

information of density is contained in the physics of the

equation of motion, although an estimate of density may be

obtained by invoking additional mechanisms e.g. using shock

wave theory [11, 12].

In the radial phase however, a snowplow model (with

infinitesimally thin structure) would lead to all current flowing

at r = 0, with infinite inductance and density. This is obvi-

ously unrealistic.

We thus replace the snow plow model by a slug model

[12, 15]. In this model, the magnetic pressure drives a

shock wave ahead of it, creating a space for the magnetic

piston (also called current sheet CS) to move into. The

speed of the inward radial shock front (see the left image of

Fig. 2) is determined by the magnetic pressure (which

depends on the drive current value and CS position rp). A

radius-time representation of the slug model is shown in

Fig. 4.

The speed of the magnetic piston (CS) is determined by the

first law of thermodynamics applied to the effective increase

in volume between shock front SF and CS, created by the

incremental motion of the SF. The compression is treated as an

elongating pinch.

Four generating equations are needed to describe the

motion of (a) radial SF (see Fig. 2b); (b) radial CS

(c) pinch elongation and (d) the electric current; in order to

be integrated for the four variables rs, rp, zf and I.

Motion of Shock Front

From shock wave theory [11, 12].

Shock pressure P ¼ 2q0v2
s= cþ 1ð Þ ð13Þ

where shock speed vs into ambient gas q0 causes the

pressure of the shocked gas (just behind the shock front) to

rise to value P (see Fig. 5); c is the specific heat ratio of the

gas.

If we assume that this pressure is uniform from the SF to

the CS (infinite acoustic, or small disturbance speed

approximation) then across the piston (Fig. 5), we may

apply P = Pm where

Pm ¼ lIfc=2prp

	 
2
=2l

v2
s ¼

lðIfcÞ2

8p2r2
p

� cþ 1

2qofmr

ð13aÞ

where I is the circuit current and Ifc is the current flowing

in the cylindrical CS, taken as the same fc as in the axial

phase, and q0fmr is the effective mass density swept into the

radial slug; where fmr is a different (generally larger) factor

than fm of the axial phase.

Thus
drs

dt
¼ � lðcþ 1Þ

qo

� �1=2
fcffiffiffiffiffiffi
fmr

p I

4prp

ð14Þ

Fig. 4 Schematic of the radial phase- in radius versus time format
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Elongation Speed of CS (Open-Ended at Both Ends)

The radial compression is open-ended. Hence an axial shock

is propagated in the z-direction, towards the downstream

anode axis. We take zf as the position of the axial CS. The

pressure driving the axial shock is the same as the pressure

driving the inward radial shock. Thus the axial shock speed is

the same as the radial shock speed. The CS speed is slower,

from shock wave theory, by an approximate factor of 2/

(c?1). Thus the axial elongation speed of the CS is:

dzf

dt
¼ � 2

cþ 1

� �
drs

dt
ð15Þ

Radial Piston Motion

We inquire: for an incremental motion, drs, of the shock

front, at a driving current I, what is the relationship

between plasma slug pressure P and plasma slug volume

Vol?

We assume an adiabatic relationship [12, 15] (assuming

infinite small disturbance speed—for which we will apply a

correction subsequently) to a fixed mass of gas in the slug

during the incremental motion drs. We have PVolc = -

constant or

cdVol

v
þ dP

P
¼ 0 ð16Þ

where slug pressure P * vs
2 (see Eq. 13); so dP

P
¼ 2dvs

vs
but

vs� I
rp

(see Eq. 13a);

so

dP

P
¼ 2

dI

I
� drp

rp

� �
ð16aÞ

Now slug volume Vol = p (rp
2 - rs

2) zf.

Here we note that although the motion of the piston drp

does not change the mass of gas in the slug, the motion of

the shock front, drs, does sweep in an amount of ambient

gas. This amount swept in is equal to the ambient gas swept

through by the shock front in its motion drs. This swept-up

gas is compressed by a ratio (c ? 1)/(c - 1) and will

occupy part of the increase in volume dVol.

The actual increase in volume available to the original

mass of gas in volume Vol does not correspond to incre-

ment drs but to an effective (reduced) increment drs (2/

(c?1)). (Note c is specific heat ratio of the plasma e.g.

c = 5/3 for atomic gas, c = 7/5 for molecular gas; for

strongly ionising argon c has value closer to 1 e.g. 1.15.)

The specific heat ratio and effective charge Zeff where

needed are computed from a corona model and placed in

the code in the form of a series of polynomials. This is

described in the ‘‘Slow Compression (Pinch) Phase’’ sec-

tion. Thus:

dVol ¼ 2p rpdrp �
2

cþ 1
rsdrs

� �
zf þ p r2

p � r2
s

� 
dzf

and we have:

cdVol

Vol
¼

2c rpdrp � 2
cþ1

rsdrs

� 
zf þ c r2

p � r2
s

� 
dzf

zf r2
p � r2

s

�  ð16bÞ

From Eqs. (16, 16a and 16b); we have

drp

dt
¼

2
cþ1

rs

rp

drs

dt
� rp

cI
1� r2

s

r2
p

� 
dI
dt
� rp

zf
1� r2

s

r2
p

� 
dzf

dt

c�1
c þ 1

c
r2

s

r2
p

ð17Þ

Circuit Equation During Radial Phase

The inductance of the focus tube now consists of the full

inductance of the axial phase and the inductance of the

radially imploding and elongating plasma pinch.

Thus

L ¼ l
2p
ðln cÞzo þ

l
2p

ln
b

rp

� �
zf ð18Þ

where both zf and rp vary with time.

Thus the circuit (current) equation is obtained as:

dI

dt
¼

Vo �
R

Idt

Co
� roI � fc

l
2p ln b

rp

� 
I

dzf

dt
þ fc

l
2p

zf

rp
I

drp

dt

Lo þ fc
l

2p ðln cÞzo þ fc
l

2p ln b
rp

� 
zf

ð19Þ

The four generating Eqs. (14, 15, 17, 19) form a closed

set of equations which may be integrated for rs, rp, zf and I.

Normalization

For this phase the following normalization is adopted.

Fig. 5 Relationship between ambient conditions (quantities with

subscript 0), slug and driver properties
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s = t/to, i = I/Io as in axial phase but with js = rs/a,

jp = rp/a, ff = zf/a ie. Distances are normalized to anode

radius, instead of anode length. After normalization we

have:

Radial shock speed
djs

ds
¼ �aa1i=jp ð20Þ

Axial column elongation speed (both ends of column

defined by axial piston)

dff

ds
¼ � 2

cþ 1

djs

ds
ð21Þ

Radial piston speed :

djp

ds
¼

2
cþ1

js

jp

djs

ds �
jp

ci 1� j2
s

j2
p

� 
di
ds� 1

cþ1

jp

ff
1� j2

s

j2
p

� 
dff

ds

ðc� 1Þ=cþ ð1=cÞðj2
s=j

2
pÞ

ð22Þ

Current :

di
ds
¼

1�
R

idsþ b1 lnðjp=cÞ
� �

i dff

ds þ b1
ff i
kp

djp

ds � di

1þ b� b1ð Þ ln jp=c
	 
� �

ff

� �

ð23Þ

where scaling parameters are

b1 ¼ b=ðFlncÞ ð24Þ

and

a1 ¼ ðcþ 1Þðc2 � 1Þ=ð4 ln cÞ
� �1=2

F fm=fmr½ �1=2: ð24aÞ

We note that F = z0/a (the length/radius ratio of the

anode) may be considered to be the controlling parameter

of b1 and a1. In other words, b1 and a1 may not be inde-

pendently assigned, but should be assigned as a pair with

the value of each fixed by the value of F.

Note that whereas we interpret a = t0/ta, Eq. (6) we may

interpret

a1 ¼ ta=tr ð25Þ

where tr is the characteristic radial transit time.

tr ¼
4p

lðcþ 1Þ½ �1=2

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
fmr

p

fc

a

ðI0=aÞ= ffiffiffi
q
p ð26Þ

The product aa1 may then be interpreted as

aa1 ¼ to
ta
¼ to=tr

The characteristic speed of the radial inward shock to

reach focus axis is:

vr ¼ a=tr ¼
lðcþ 1Þ½ �1=2

4p
fcffiffiffiffiffiffi
fmr

p ðIo=aÞ
ffiffiffi
q
p ð27Þ

The ratio of characteristic radial and axial speeds is also

essentially a geometrical one, modified by thermodynam-

ics. It is

vr=va ¼
ðc2 � 1Þðcþ 1Þ

4 ln c

� �1=2

ð28Þ

with a value typically 2.5 for a small deuterium PF with c

*3.4, c = 5/3. We note [61] that the radial characteristic

speed has same dependence as axial transit speed on drive

factor (see Eq. 7) S ¼ ðIo=aÞ= ffiffiffi
q
p

.

Calculate Voltage V Across PF Input Terminals

As in the axial phase, the tube voltage is taken to be

inductive: V = d(LI)/dt where L ¼ l
2p ln cð Þz0 þ l

2p ln b
rp

� 
zf

V ¼ l
2p

ln cð Þzo þ ln
b

rp

� �
zf

� �
fc

dI

dt

þ l
2p

ln
b

rp

� �
dzf

dt
� zf

rp

drp

dt

� �
fcI ð29Þ

We may also normalize to the charge voltage V0; so that

t = V/Vo

m ¼ b� b1 ln
jp

c

� 
ff

h i di
ds
� b1i

ff

jp

� �
djp

ds
þ ln

jp

c

�  dff

ds

� �

ð30Þ

Integrating for the Radial Inward Shock Phase

The 4 normalised generating Eqs. (20–23) may now be

integrated using the following initial conditions: s = the

time that axial phase ended, js = 1, jp = 1, ff = 0 (taken

as a small number such as 0.00001 to avoid numerical

difficulties for Eq. (21). i = value of current at end of the

axial phase; $ids = value of ‘flowed charge’ at end of axial

phase. Smaller time increments of D = 0.001/100) are

taken.
djs

ds ;
dff

ds
;

djp

ds and di
ds are sequentially calculated from

generating Eqs. (20–23)

Then using linear approximations we obtain:

js = js ? Ddjs/ds; ff = ff ? Ddff/ds; jp = jp ?

Ddjp/ds; i = i?Ddi/ds and $ids = $ids ? iD
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Time is then incremented by D, and the next step value

of dks/dt, dzf/dt, dkp/dt and di/dt are computed from (30–

23) followed by linear approximation for js, ff, jq, i and

$ids.

The sequence is repeated step-by-step until js = 0.

Correction for Finite Acoustic (Small Disturbance) Speed

In the slug model above we assume that the pressure exerted

by the magnetic piston (current I, position rp) is instanta-

neously felt by the shock front (position rs). Likewise the

shock speed drs/dt is instantaneously felt by the piston (CS).

This assumption of infinite small disturbance speed (SDS) is

implicit in Eqs. (14 and 17) (or in normalised form Eqs. (20

and 22).

Since the SDS is finite, there is actually a time lapse Dt

communicating between the SF and CS. This communication

delay has to be incorporated into the model. Otherwise for the

PF, the computation will yield too high values of CS and SF

speed.

Consider the instant t, SF is at rs, CS at rp, value of current is

I. SF actually feels the effect of the current not of value I but of

a value Idelay which flowed at time (t - Dt), with the CS at

rpdelay. Similarly the piston ‘feels’ the SF speed is not drs/dt but

(drs/dt)delay at time (t - Dt).

To implement this finite SDS correction we adopt the

following procedure:

Calculate the SDS, taken as the acoustic speed.

SDS ¼ cP

q

� �1=2

or
cR0

M
DcT

� �1=2

or
cDckT

Mmi

� �1=2

ð31Þ

where M = molecule weight, R0 = Universal gas con-

stant = 8 9 103 (SI units), mi = mass of proton,

k = Boltzmanns constant. Dc = departure coeffi-

cient = DN (1 ? Z).

Where Z, here, is the effective charge of the plasma

Z =
P

r
Jrar, summed over all ionization levels r = 1… J.

This is computed using a corona model. The procedure is

described in more details in the description of the pinch

phase.

DN = dissociation number, e.g. for Deuterium DN = 2,

whereas for argon DN = 1.

From shock theory, the temperature T may be computed

for the shocked plasma as

T ¼ M

RoD

2ðc� 1Þ
ðcþ 1Þ2

drs

dt

� �2

ð32Þ

The communication delay time is then:

DT ¼ (rp� rsÞ=SDS ð33Þ

In our programme using the Microsoft EXCEL VISUAL

BASIC, data of the step-by-step integration is stored row-

by-row, each step corresponding to one row. Thus the DT

may be converted to D (row number) by using D (row

number) = DT/(timestep increment); this D (row number)

being, of course, rounded off to an integer.

The correction then involves ‘looking back’ to the rel-

evant row number to extract the corrected values of Idelay,

rpdelay, (drs/dt)delay. Thus in the actual numerical integra-

tion, in Eq. (20) i and jp are replaced by idelay and jpdelay

and in Eq. (22) dks/dt is replaced by (dks/dt)delay.

Radial Reflected Shock (RS) Phase

When the inward radial shock hits the axis, js = 0. Thus in

the computation, when js B1 we exit from radial inward

shock phase. We start computing the RS phase.

The RS is given a constant speed of 0.3 of on-axis

inward radial shock speed [11, 12].

In this phase computation is carried out in real (SI) units.

Reflected Shock Speed

drr

dt
¼ �0:3

drs

dt

� �

on�axis

ð34Þ

Piston Speed

drp

dt
¼
� rp

cI
1� r2

s

r2
p

� 
dI
dt
� rp

zf
1� r2

s

r2
p

� 
dzf

dt

c�1
c þ 1

c
r2

s

r2
p

ð35Þ

Elongation Speed

dzf

dt
¼ � 2

cþ 1

� �
drs

dt

� �

on�axis

ð36Þ

Circuit Equation

dI
dt
¼ Vo �

R
Idt

Co
� roI � fc

l
2p ln b

rp

� 
I dzf

dt
þ fc

l
2p

zf

rp
I

drp

dt

Lo þ fc
l
2p ðln cÞzo þ fc

l
2p ln b

rp

� 
zf

ð37Þ

The integration of these four coupled generating Eqs.

(34–37) is carried out step-by-step as in the radial inward

shock phase.

Tube Voltage

The tube voltage uses Eq. (29) above as in the radial

inward shock phase.
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In this phase as the RS (position rr) moves outwards, the

piston (position rp) continues moving inwards. When the

RS position reaches that of the piston the RS phase ends

and the slow compression (pinch) phase begins.

Slow Compression (Pinch) Phase

In this phase the piston speed is:

drp

dt
¼
�rp

cI
dI
dt
� 1

cþ1

rp

zf

dzf

dt
þ 4p c�1ð Þ

lczf

rp

f2
c I2

dQ
dt

c�1
c

ð38Þ

Here we have included energy loss/gain terms into the

equation of motion. The plasma gains energy from Joule

heating; and loses energy through Bremsstrahlung and line

radiation. A positive power term dQ/dt will tend to push

the piston outwards whilst a power loss term will have the

opposite effect. The specific heat ratio c is taken as 5/3 for

H, D, T and He gases. For other gases such as Ne, N, O, Ar,

Kr, Xe, a sub-routine [62] based on a corona model is used

to compute c as a function of temperature; and for faster

computing the values of c for each gas are represented by a

series of polynomials incorporated into the code. At the

same time the charge number Z is also computed and

included as another series of polynomials and incorporated

into the code.

The Joule term is calculated from the following:

dQJ

dt
¼ RI2f 2

c ð39Þ

where plasma resistance R is calculated using the Spitzer

form [63]:

R ¼ 1; 290Zzf

pr2
pT3=2

ð40Þ

And using Bennett [64] form: temperature

T ¼ l
8p2k

I2f 2
c =ðDNoa2fmrÞ ð41Þ

The Bremsstrahlung loss term may be written as:

dQB

dt
¼ �1:6� 10�40N2

i pr2
p

� 
zf T

1=2Z3 ð42Þ

No ¼ 6� 1026 qo

M
; Ni ¼ Nofmr

a

rp

� �2

ð43Þ

In the above, Zn = atomic number, N0 = ambient

number density, Ni = ion number density.

The line loss term may be written as:

dQL

dt
¼ �4:6� 10�31N2

i ZZ4
n pr2

p

� 
zf =T ð44Þ

And dQ=dt ¼ dQJ=dtþ dQB=dtþ dQL=dt ð45Þ

where dQ/dt is the total power gain/loss of the plasma

column

By this coupling, if, for example, the radiation loss dQB/

dt ? dQL/dt is severe, this would lead to a large value of drp/dt

inwards. In the extreme case, this leads to radiation collapse

[40], with rp going rapidly to such small values that the plasma

becomes opaque to the outgoing radiation, thus stopping the

radiation loss.

This radiation collapse occurs at a critical current of 1.6

MA (the Pease–Braginski current) for deuterium [65, 66].

For gases such as Neon or Argon, because of intense line

radiation, the critical current is reduced to even below

100 kA, depending on the plasma temperature [40, 67].

Plasma Self Absorption and Transition from Volumetric

Emission to Surface Emission

Plasma self-absorption [12, 68, 69] and volumetric (emis-

sion described above) to surface emission of the pinch

column are implemented in the following manner.

The photonic excitation number is written as follows:

M = 1:66� 10�15rpZ0:5
n ni/ Z T1:5

	 

ð46Þ

with T in eV, rest in SI units

The volumetric plasma self-absorption correction factor

A is obtained as follows::

A1 = (1 + 10�14niZ) / (T3:5)
	 


; A2 = 1 / A1;

A = A
ð1þMÞ
2

ð47Þ

Transition from volumetric to surface emission occurs

when the absorption correction factor goes from 1 (no

absorption) down to 1/e (e = 2.718) when the emission

becomes surface-like given by::

dQL

dt
¼ �constZ0:5Z3:5

n rpzf T
4 ð48Þ

where the constant ‘const’ is taken as 4.62 9 10-16 to

conform with numerical experimental observations that

this value enables the smoothest transition, in general, in

terms of power values from volumetric to surface emission.
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Neutron Yield

Neutron yield is calculated with two components, ther-

monuclear term and beam-target term.

The thermonuclear term is taken as:

dYth ¼ 0:5n2
i pr2

pzf\rv [ time intervalð Þ ð49Þ

where \rv[ is the thermalized fusion cross section-

velocity product corresponding to the plasma temperature

[70], for the time interval under consideration. The yield

Yth is obtained by summing up over all intervals during the

focus pinch.

The beam-target term is derived using the following

phenomenological beam-target neutron generating mecha-

nism [71], incorporated in the code version RADPFV5.13

and later. A beam of fast deuteron ions is produced by

diode action in a thin layer close to the anode, with plasma

disruptions generating the necessary high voltages. The

beam interacts with the hot dense plasma of the focus pinch

column to produce the fusion neutrons. In this modeling

each factor contributing to the yield is estimated as a

proportional quantity and the yield is obtained as an

expression with proportionality constant. The yield is then

calibrated against a known experimental point.

The beam-target yield is written in the form: Yb-t * nb

ni (rp
2zp) (r vb) s

Where nb is the number of beam ions per unit plasma

volume, ni is the ion density, rp is the radius of the plasma

pinch with length zp, r the cross-section of the D–D fusion

reaction, n-branch [71], vb the beam ion speed and s is the

beam-target interaction time assumed proportional to the

confinement time of the plasma column. Total beam energy

is estimated [71] as proportional to LpIpinch
2 , a measure of

the pinch inductance energy, Lp being the focus pinch

inductance. Thus the number of beam ions is Nb * Lp-

Ipinch
2 /vb

2 and nb is Nb divided by the focus pinch volume.

Note that Lp * ln(b/rp)zp, that [61] s * rp * zp, and that

vb * U1/2 where U is the disruption-caused diode voltage.

Here ‘b’ is the cathode radius. We also assume reasonably

that U is proportional to Vmax, the maximum voltage

induced by the current sheet collapsing radially towards the

axis.

Hence we derive

Yb�t ¼ CnniI
2
pinchz2

p ðln b=rpÞ
	 


r=V1=2
max ð50Þ

where Ipinch is the current flowing through the pinch at start

of the slow compression phase; rp and zp are the pinch

dimensions at end of that phase. Here Cn is a constant

which in practice we will calibrate with an experimental

point.

The D–D cross-section is highly sensitive to the beam

energy so it is necessary to use the appropriate range of

beam energy to compute r. The code computes Vmax of the

order of 20–50 kV. However it is known [71], from

experiments that the ion energy responsible for the beam-

target neutrons is in the range 50–150 keV, and for smaller

lower-voltage machines the relevant energy [72, 73] could

be lower at 30–60 keV. Thus to align with experimental

observations the D–D cross section r is reasonably

obtained by using beam energy fitted to 3 times Vmax.

A plot of experimentally measured neutron yield Yn

versus Ipinch was made combining all available experi-

mental data [7, 8, 22, 61, 71–76]. This gave a fit of

Yn = 9 9 1010Ipinch
3.8 for Ipinch in the range 0.1–1 MA [38,

52–54]. From this plot a calibration point was chosen at

0.5 MA, Yn = 7 9 109 neutrons. The model code [12]

from version RADPFV5.13 onwards was thus calibrated to

compute Yb-t which in our model is the same as Yn.

Column Elongation

Whereas in the radial RS phase we have adopted a ‘frozen’

elongation speed model, we now allow the elongation to be

driven fully by the plasma pressure.

dzf

dt
¼ l

4p2ðcþ 1Þqo

� �1=2
Ifc

rp

ð51Þ

Circuit Current Equation

dI

dt
¼

Vo �
R

Idt

Co
� l

2p ln b
rp

� 
dzf

dt
Ifc þ l

2p
zf

rp

drp

dt
Ifc � IðRfc þ roÞ

Lo þ l
2p fc ðlnc)zo þ ln b

rp

� 
zf

� 

ð52Þ

Voltage Across Focus Terminals

V ¼ lfc

2p
I ln

b

rp

� �
dzf

dt
� zf

rp

drp

dt

� �

þ lfc

2p
ln

b

rp

� �
zf þ ðln CÞzo

� �
dI

dt
þ RI ð53Þ

Pinch Phase Dynamics and Yields of Neutrons, Soft X-rays,

Ion Beams and Fast Plasma Stream

Equations (38), (51) and (52) are integrated as coupled

equations for rp, zf and I. At each step the value of dQ/dt is

also evaluated as above using Eqs. (39)–(45) with the effect

of plasma self-absorption implemented using Eqs. (46)–

(48). Soft X-rays of various gases are computed using

Eq. (44) modified by the effect of plasma self-absorption.
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Neutron yield is computed using Eq. (50) and Eq. (49). In

the latest version RADPFV5.15FIB [12] fast ion beam

(FIB) fluence and flux, energy fluence and flux, power flow

and damage factors as well as fast plasma streams (FPS)

exiting the pinch are also computed [50, 51].

The step-by-step integration is terminated at the end of a

period related to the transit time of small disturbance speed

across the plasma pinch column.

Expanded Column Axial Phase

We model the expanded column axial phase [12, 26] in the

following manner.

In the expanded column phase we assume that the cur-

rent flows uniformly from anode to cathode in a uniform

column having the same radius as the anode and a length of

z.

The normalised equations (same normalisation as in

axial phase):

Circuit current :
di
ds
¼

1�
R

ids� bi df
ds e� di

1þ bþ bðf� 1Þe ð54Þ

where e ¼ ln cþ 1
z

� .
ln c

Motion :
d2f
ds2
¼

a2i2e1 � h2 df
ds

	 
2

1þ h2ðf� 1Þ ð55Þ

h ¼ c2=ðc2 � 1Þ
� �1=2

e1 ¼ ln cþ 1

4

� ��
ðln cÞ

The initial conditions for i and $ids are the last values of

i and $ids from the last phase. The initial value of f is

f = 1 ? ff where ff is the last length of the focus column,

but normalised to zo, rather than ‘a’. This phase is termi-

nated when the discharge has proceeded to a half cycle.

The purpose of computing this phase is to allow the fitting

of the computed current to the measured to the point when

the current has dropped to low levels beyond interest. This

completes the integration of all five phases.

Procedure for Using the Code

The Lee model code is configured [12, 30, 52–54] to work

as any PF by inputting: bank parameters, L0, C0 and stray

circuit resistance r0; tube parameters b, a and z0 and

operational parameters V0 and P0 and the fill gas.

The computed total current waveform is fitted to a

measured waveform by varying model parameters fm, fc, fmr

and fcr sequentially, until the computed waveform agrees

with the measured waveform [12, 52]. The fitting proce-

dure is described more fully in the following paragraph.

First, the axial model factors fm, fc are adjusted (fitted)

until the features (a) computed rising slope of the total

current trace and (b) the rounding off of the peak current as

well as (c) the peak current itself are in reasonable (typi-

cally very good) fit with the measured total current trace.

Then the radial phase model factors fmr and fcr are adjusted

sequentially until (d) the computed slope of the current dip

and (e) the depth of the dip agree with the measured. Note

that the fitting of the computed trace with the measured

current trace is done up to the end of the radial phase which

is typically at the bottom of the current dip (for example,

see Fig. 6. Fitting of the computed and measured current

traces beyond this point is not done. If there is significant

divergence of the computed with the measured trace

beyond the end of the radial phase, this divergence is not

considered important. Once fitted the code outputs in tab-

ular and graphical forms [12, 52] realistic data of the fol-

lowing: axial and radial dynamics (positions and speeds),

pinch length and minimum pinch radius, temperatures and

densities, Bremsstrahlung and line yields, thermonuclear

and beam-target neutron yields, fast ion beam flux and

fluence, energy flux and fluence, power flow and damage

factors, fast plasma stream energies and speeds [50, 51].

Also energy distributions and thermodynamics properties

are found to be realistic representations of the actual

machines.

This concludes the description of the standard 5-phase

Lee model code. This 5-phase code has been used to fit all

low L0 PF with adequate accuracy (an example is given in

Fig. 6 below). However it was found necessary for high L0

PF devices to include a 6-phase (phase 4a) in order to

achieve a complete fit. The development of the code var-

iant version (RADPFV6.1b) [12] for phase 4a is described

in the following section.

Fig. 6 A typical 5-phase fit of a low inductance PF; showing

reasonable agreement between computed and measured waveforms
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Adding a 6th Phase: From Pinch (Slow Compression)

Phase to Large Volume Plasma Phase: The Transition

Phase 4a

From experiments, it is well known that after a brief period

(few ns for a small PF), the quiescent column is rapidly

broken up by instabilities. One effect is a huge spike of

voltage, partially observed at focus tube terminals. This

voltage spike is responsible for driving ion beams (forward

direction) and REB (negative direction, up the anode) with

energies typically 200 keV. The final result of this insta-

bility mechanism is the breaking up of the focus pinch into

a large expanded current column.

The 5-Phase Model is Adequate for Low Inductance L0

Plasma Focus Devices

The 5-phase Lee code does not model the transition from

Phase 4 to Phase 5. Nevertheless it has been found to be

adequate for modelling all the well-known PF with low

static inductance L0 [18, 22, 29, 34–39, 47] which we have

fitted; in the sense that the computed current traces can be

fitted to the measured current trace by adjustment of the

model parameters fm, fc, fmr and fcr. This has been the case

for the PF1000, PF400J, NX1, NX2, DPF78, Poseidon

[42], FMPF1 [77, 78], FN-II [35]. An example of a typical

5-phase fit is shown in Fig. 6.

The 5-Phase Model is Not Adequate for High L0

Plasma Focus Devices

Amongst the well-published PF devices only the UNU/

ICTP PFF [7–9] which has relatively higher L0 of 110 nH

presented problem in the fitting. This was due to a very

small computed current dip and a measured current dip that

has always been masked by very large oscillations taken to

be noise; although when operated in unusually low pressure

regime, a clear discrepancy was noted between the com-

puted and measured current trace [79, 80].

In 2012 a current trace from the then newly commis-

sioned KSU DPF (Kansas State University Dense Plasma

Focus) [25] which had an even higher L0, was obtained by

numerically integrating the output of a dI/dt coil. An ana-

lysis of the frequency response of the coil system and the

DSO signal acquisition system showed that noise fre-

quencies below 200 MHz were removed by the numerical

integration. The resultant waveform is clean and clearly

shows an extended current dip with good depth and dura-

tion (see Fig. 7, the darker trace). The KSU DPF shows

very consistent operation with more than 95 % of the shots

showing current dips with similar depth and duration.

Following the usual procedure of the Lee model code,

an attempt was made to fit the computed current trace with

the measured. The computed current trace has only a small

dip as is characteristic of the computed current dip of a

device with large static inductance L0. All possible

adjustments were made to the model parameters but the

computed current dip could not be made to fit the whole

measured current dip. The best fit is shown in Fig. 7; which

shows that the computed dip does fit the first small part of

the measured current dip. But the measured dip continues

on in both depth and duration far beyond the computed dip.

Factors Distinguishing the Two Types of Plasma Focus

Devices

The code models the electrodynamic situation using the

slug model and a reflected shock for the radial phase,

ending the radial phase in phase 4. Let’s call the radial

phase modeled in that manner as the REGULAR radial

phase. This REGULAR radial phase, in increasing sharply

the inductance of the system (constituting also a dynamic

resistance [38, 39] ) causes a dip on the current trace. Call

this the regular dip RD. At the end of the REGULAR radial

phase experimental observations point to another phase [5],

which we shall call phase 4a, (i.e. after phase 4, but before

the final axial phase 5), of ‘instabilities’ manifesting in

anomalous resistance. These effects would also extract

energy from the magnetic field and hence produce further

current dips. These effects are not modeled specifically in

the code. Call this the extended current dip ED.

However it may be argued that as long as the model

parameters can be stretched sufficiently to have the com-

puted current dip agree with the measured current dip, then

in a gross sense, the modelling is energetically and mass-

wise equivalent to the physical situation. Then the resulting

gross characteristics from the model would give a fair

representation of the actual plasma properties, even though

the model has not specifically modeled ED. In other words

Fig. 7 Computed current trace (lighter trace) with best attempt to fit

to the measured current trace (darker trace)
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RD is able to be stretched to also model ED, with equiv-

alent energetics and mass implications. Whether RD can be

stretched sufficiently to cover ED depends on the relative

sizes of the two effects. If RD is already a big dip, then this

effect may dominate and it is more likely that RD may be

stretched sufficiently to cover the less prominent ED. If RD

is only a miniscule dip and ED is a big dip, then it is

unlikely that the RD can be stretched enough to encompass

the ED.

We looked at the inductance L0, and the ratio of L0

with various inductances inherent in the system. We con-

sidered the inductance ratio RL = (L0 ? La)/Lpinch where

Lpinch is the inductance of the focus pinch at the end of the

REGULAR radial phase, L0 the bank static inductance and

La the inductance of the axial part of the focus tube. We

also considered the remnant energy ratio REL = (EL0 ?

ELa)/ELpinch where EL0 = energy stored in L0 at end of the

RD, ELa = energy stored in La at end of the RD and

ELpinch = energy stored inductively in the pinch at end of

RD.

Computing the values of these two quantities for

PF1000, Poseidon, DPF78, NX2, PF400 J, FMPF-1, FNII

and UNU/ICTPPFF and KSU PF, we have a range of

devices from very big (MJ) to rather small (sub kJ) of

which we have well documented fittings.

The results show that the smaller is the ratio RL, the

bigger is the regular current dip (RD). When this ratio is

large (primarily due to a large L0 in the numerator), like in

the case of KSU PF, the REGULAR radial phase RD is

miniscule. Likewise, the trend is also observed for the ratio

REL. The smaller this energy ratio, the bigger is the current

dip.

On the basis of these two ratios we have divided the PF

devices into two types: T1 and T2. Type T1 are for PF

devices with relatively small L0 with large RD’s and with

relatively small ratios RL and REL. These T1 focus devices

are well-fitted using the Lee model code. The computed

current traces (with radial phase computed only as a regular

dip RD) are well-fitted to the whole measured current trace.

Type T2 are for PF devices with relatively large L0 with

small RD’s and with relatively large ratios of RL and REL.

These T2 focus devices are not well-fitted using the Lee

model code. The computed current trace shows only a

small dip which is fitted to the first portion of the measured

current dip; but the measured current dip has an extended

portion which is not well-fitted using the 5-phase Lee

model code.

Next we note that the magnetic energy per unit mass at

the start of the radial phase is the same across the whole

range of devices [61]. Thus T1 with a big RD drops the

current a lot and strongly depletes the magnetic energy per

unit mass at the end of the RD, leading to a small ED.

Consequently T1 are completely fitted using a model that

computes only the RD, stretching the model parameters

until the large RD covers also the small ED. Conversely a

T2 PF has a small RD, consequently a large ED and cannot

be completely fitted with the computed RD. Thus a big RD

drops the current a lot and strongly depletes the magnetic

energy per unit mass at the end of the REGULAR radial

phase. Hence a device with small RL produces a big RD

and ends up with relatively less energy per unit mass at the

end of the REGULAR phase when compared to a device

with a big value of RL. Therefore a big RD generally tends

to lead to a small ED; whereas a small RD is more con-

ducive to lead to a larger ED.

From the above we summarised that T1 PF has a big

RD, consequently a small ED and hence can be completely

fitted using a model that computes only the RD, which is

able to stretch its RD by stretching the model parameters

until the large RD covers also the small ED. Moreover

energetically and mass-wise the fitting is correct. On the

other hand T2 PF has a small RD, consequently a large ED.

T2 PF cannot be completely fitted with the RD computed

from the code, no matter how the model parameters are

stretched. To fit the computed current trace to the measured

current for T2, a phase 4a needs to be included into the

model in order to progress the current dip beyond the small

RD into the large ED part of the current dip.

One way to simulate the current ED is to assign the

phase 4a period with an anomalous resistance term such as:

Fig. 8 Simulating anomalous resistance. Term 1 and term 2 refer to

the two terms on the right hand side of Eq. (56)

Table 1 Anomalous resistances used for the fitting

ED R0 (X) t2 (ns) t1 (ns) Endfraction

Dip 1 1.0 70 15 0.53

Dip 2 0.2 70 40 0.4

Dip 3 0.5 70 25 1.0
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R ¼ R0 exp(� t=t2Þ � exp(� t=t1Þ½ � ð56Þ

where R0 could be of the order of 1 X, t1 is a characteristic

time representative of the rise time of the anomalous

resistance and t2 is characteristic of the fall time of the

anomalous resistance (Fig. 8).

We have applied this technique to the KSU current

waveform (Fig. 7). We note that using the 5-phase code,

the computed RD does not follow the measured current dip

which goes on to an ED. Following that first current dip in

this particular case the dip continues in a second portion

which is almost flat then followed by a third section which

is less steep than the first dip but of slightly longer dura-

tion. We applied a resistance term to each of the three

sections. We adjusted the parameters R0, t2 and t1 for each

of the section as well as a fraction (endfraction) which

terminates the term. The fitted parameters are as follows

(Table 1).

With these parameters it is found that the computed

current dip now fits the measured current dip all the way to

the end of the current dip at 2.1 ls (See Fig. 9) and even

beyond to 2.6 ls where the computation ends as we are not

interested in the fitting beyond phase 4a. The fitting

involved the fitting of the RD followed by the ED of the

first dip, then the second and third dips treated as ED’s

each requiring a separate anomalous resistance function of

the type Eq. (56).

The resistance functions used for the fitting are also

shown in Fig. 9 (dashed trace, with the resistance values

magnified 200 times in order to be visible on the scale of

Fig. 9). The computed voltage waveform is also shown

(trace labeled 2) compared with the measured voltage

waveform (trace labeled 1). The correspondence of the

computed voltage waveform and the measured is seen

clearly. The lower measured values of voltage may be

attributed to the inadequate frequency response of the

resistive divider voltage probe.

Conclusion

This paper presents for the first time the complete 5-phase

Lee model code, which is found to be adequate for fitting

the computed current waveform and the measured wave-

form of each low L0 (Type 1) PF by varying two pairs of

mass and current factors, one each for the axial and radial

phases. Once fitted the code outputs in tabular and

graphical forms realistic axial and radial dynamics

(positions and speeds), pinch length and minimum pinch

radius, temperatures and densities, Bremsstrahlung and

line yields, thermonuclear and beam-target line yields, fast

ion beam flux and fluence, energy flux and fluence, power

flow and damage factors, fast plasma stream energies and

speeds. All tests to date of computed with measured

quantities have shown good agreement. The paper also

reviews the considerable results of the code of designing

and optimizing machines, providing expected neutron,

soft X-rays (various gases) and ion beams (various gases)

yields, giving insights into current and neutron yield

limitations, deterioration of neutron scaling (neutron sat-

uration), radiative collapse, speed-enhanced PF, current-

stepped PF and extraction of diagnostic data and anoma-

lous resistance data from current signals. Yield scaling

laws for neutron, soft X-rays and ion beams are obtained

from the code. In one respect the 5-phase code has been

found wanting. For high L0 (Type 2) PF devices it is able

to fit the computed current trace to the first part of the

measured current trace; but the measured current then

exhibits a much larger ‘extended’ dip which the computed

current cannot be fitted; although the 5-phase code does

produce reasonable values of neutron and SXR yields in

comparison with measured yields even for the high L0

cases. The paper concludes with an extended 6-phase code

in order to complete the current fitting for high L0

machines. An important use of the 6-phase code is for

gathering data on the anomalous resistance of the PF.

Fig. 9 Computed current (dip

region only and expanded to see

details) fitted to measured

current with inclusion of Phase

4a. Note that the computed

current trace is fitted so well to

the measured current trace that

the two traces lie very closely

on top of each other, these being

the topmost traces

(overlapping). Note also that the

computed trace is stopped at

2.6 ls which is beyond the end

of the AR3
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